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Welcome to 6th grade science! Our first topic of study together is going to be about graphing. We will use graphing to get to know each other. The types of graphing you will see here are graphs you will not only see in science, but also in other subject areas. In fact, I suspect you have seen them already! We will read data and make our own data. Then we will use that data to make several types of graphs.



Vocabulary Data- categorical or numeric information of observations Data Table- a way to organize data in columns Horizontal Axis (X-Axis) - independent variable; runs left to right Vertical Axis (Y-Axis) - Dependent variable; runs up and down Key- Defines the symbols or colors of the graph Line graph- display that shows a relationship between two variables and how they change over time. Bar Graph- display that compares data that does not continuously change. Circle Graph (Pie Graph) - display that is divided into sections that show parts of a whole. Use percentage, decimals, or fractions when making these. Variables- describes the information being collected and measured Unit- how the information collected was measured Ordered Pair- two pieces of data directly corresponding to one another [independent and dependent variables; (x,y)] Interval- how the y-axis is broken up numerically PHRASE TO REMEMBER: "DRY MIX" Dependent, Responding, Y-Axis Manipulated, Independent, X-Axis Want to practice these words on your own at home? You can! With quizlet…visit https://quizlet.com/_2cfmdu 1



What Makes A Good Graph? A good graph can be interpreted by anyone. Any person should be able to read a graph and know exactly what data is being displayed even if they weren't part of the data collection process. When making a graph you should always include a title. This tells people what it is that was studied. All graphs should be appealing to the eye by being nice, neat, well organized and colorful (when possible). Often times there are multiple pieces of data on one graph, so you must be sure to label all the parts with details important for interpreting the data. What parts of this graph do you see? Use your vocabulary! What is this graph trying to tell us?



Parts of the graph I see: _____________________________ _____________________________ ___________________________ _____________________________ _____________________________ ___________________________ Parts I think are missing: __________________________________________________________________ What type of graph is this? ____________________________ Why? _______________________________ What is the interval of the graph? ____________________________ _______________________________ What is the horizontal axis telling you? _______________________________________________________ What is the vertical axis telling you? _________________________________________________________ 2



Choosing the best data display There are many different types of graphs; many of which you will learn throughout middle school. Some are more useful than others, but all have their own purpose and reason why we use it. For our purposes we are going to focus on bar graphs, line graphs, a nd circle graphs (a.k.a. pie graphs). In the table below list reasons and/or examples of when you would use each type of graph. Sketch what one might look like. Bar Graph:



Line Graph:



Circle Graph:



List other types of graphs:



3



Making A Graph From A Table When you first decide you want to collect data on something, it's always easiest to collect the data in a data table, then convert that information into a graph. A data table is a way to keep your collected information organized. Below are two examples of a data table: Example A:



Example B: Science Exam Grades Science Exam Grades



A’s



22



B’s



38



C’s



21



F’s



9



A’s



B’s



C’s



F’s



22



38



21



9



Notice these two tables appear different but display the same data. In example A, the order pairs are found from going left to right. In example B, the order pairs are found up and down. The way the table is set up does not change the way the graph will look.



Why was a bar graph chosen for this data display? _______________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________ What other types of graph(s) could I have made instead of a bar graph?_______________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________ What is missing from the graph above? ________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________ 4



Now you try! Be sure to have all the parts of a good graph. Leander Rainfall (in inches) January



5



February



4



March



7



April



12



Why did you make that type of graph? ______________________________________ ______________________________________ ______________________________________



Comparison of Babies Born each Month Jan



Feb



March



April



May



22



27



31



44



19



Why did you make that type of graph? ______________________________________ ______________________________________ ______________________________________



Favorite Color Green



10%



Red



30%



Blue



55%



Brown



5% 5



Check Your Understanding Survey the class with an appropriate question to make a bar graph. To make things easier, make sure you have exactly five answer choices. Please do not use "other" as an answer choice for this activity. My question is:___Which type of candy do you prefer?_____________________ Data table: Answer Choices Number (tallies)



Snickers



Reese’s



3 Musketeers



Milky Way



Hershey’s



||||



|||||



||



|||



|||||



Totals



4 5 2 3 5 Bar Graph- Be sure to label all parts. Be as neat and organized as possible. Include color to make your graph more appealing.
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